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Dear Guests and Jury members,  
 
This is the exciting story of how quality can be a part of digital transformation.  How it 
impacts the organization and its customers.  
 
Please find the Agenda for this session. We will walk you through our project by 
introducing our founder and what we do, followed by running through project slides.  
We hope you will surely appreciate and enjoy it.  
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Dell is full of a passionate people who drive human progress through greater access 
to better technology. We help and shape big ideas around the world.  
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Michael Dell started this company at Texas University dorm room. He believed that he 
could provide customers with more powerful technology at a better value by 
rethinking how computers were manufactured and delivered. It was a time where 
Dell created one of the most efficiently managed supply chain group around its 
products and the customers.  
 
Today Dell Technologies is considered as one of the largest technology and solutions 
provider with a gamut of business encompassing Dell EMC, Pivotal, RSA, 
SecureWorks, Virtustream and VMware. 
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We are worlds leading technology company providing Hardware and Software 
solutions across the globe with the revenue of $80 billion (2018). The product 
portfolio includes industry leading Laptops, Desktops, Servers, Storages, Workstations 
along with Security, cloud and Data center solutions. 
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In this section we will introduce ourselves and what our organization does, what is 
our mission statement and brief introduction on digital journey .  We will also discuss 
organizational approach towards Project identification and selection. We will provide 
you brief summery of project, project goals, project benefits and success measures. 
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The primary objective of the organization is to resolve technical issues of customers 
through online support thereby avoiding contacts to support helpdesk. The 
Dell.com/Support  site is available in 135 countries and in 37 languages with annual 
customer visit rate of 200 million customers. 
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eServices mission statement was defined by leadership team. The core pillars include 
one consistent experience, Intuitive learning and buying experience, frictionless 
journey and adaptive website to drive world-class support experience for our 
customers.  
 
55% of our visits are out of warranty customers and 45% are in warranty customers. 
90% of our visits are from End user customers and 10% of visits are from 
Infrastructure group customers. 
 
53% of our customers reach us through google search, 28% visit us directly and 10% 
comes through our affiliates. 77% of customers use their personal comupters to reach 
us and 22% uses mobile devices. 
 
31% of our customers visit us for downloading drivers, 21% are for manuals and 
articles, 10% for product pages,  5% for diagnostics and 22% for other like Order 
Status, Invoices, Packing slips and returns etc.  
 
*EUC – End User Consumers 
*ISG  – Infrastructure Support Group 
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*Others include Warranty & Contracts, Parts & Accessories, Service Requests, Contact 
Support, Community Forums etc. related information pages  
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The digital experience stands on our core principals of Seamless, Intuitive, Frictionless 
and Adaptive tenets. We want to make sure our customers are able to complete their 
purpose of visit having satisfied experience.  
 
*Resolve in ‘X’ refers to the number of steps required by customers to resolve the 
issue for which they visited the site. 
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The organizational approach for Project planning, Identification and selection process 
depends on the Strategic vision created by the leadership team along with business 
case development. This leads us to formulate project plans, hire project teams, 
implement changes and  sustain benefits for a continual period. 
 
Project selection includes creating project charter, defining project scope, 
requirement gathering and defining KPIs. 
 
Team selection includes resource identification and recruitment, selection of program 
manager. 
 
Implementation involves defining processes, implementing program objectives, 
gathering data and change management. 
 
Sustaining involves adopting changes, continuous measurement and sustaining the 
operations. 
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Key performance indicators were analyzed and baseline data was collected. This data 
is also part of Define phase of the project walkthrough.   
 
The initial estimates showed we have 10% of broken links across 20M+ pages. Also 
the initial audits found 7K pages of duplicate content and 9K pages of translation 
issues. 
 
The site failure rate was increasing and completion of purpose was decreasing. This 
mean customers are coming to our site and unable to find solutions and hence calling  
technical support. 
 
*4xx errors (4xx Client Errors- HTTP status codes) – Broken links on the site 
*Duplicate Content - Duplicate content uploaded on same page 
*Translation issues – Titles and Content were found to be not translated in specific 
languages 
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Primary goals were defined based on the initial analysis done while formulating 
business case and project justification. The data with regards to business case can be 
found in the Define phase of project walkthrough where KPI identification has been 
done.  The initial analysis gave us estimates of broken content, duplicity and 
translation related issues that are found on the support site.  
 
The primary goals were revisited after the Define phase of the program. Definite 
goals were set with clear objectives of improving Site failure rate, creating 
governance and standards, improving customer satisfaction, reduction in broken 
links, reduction in duplicity of content, reduction in product launch errors, reduction 
in articles publishing and the manuals publishing errors. 
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Secondary goals were defined along with tangible and intangible benefits. Site 
availability  and accuracy at 99% is considered as tangible benefits. 
 
Improved processes, improved customer journey and reduction in rework is also 
considered as intangible benefits for secondary goals. 
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In this section we will put forward Formal project plan. We will discuss about Project 
type, Scope of the project, Assumptions and expectations, Project schedule and Risk 
management. 
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Project Framework was created with Project statement, scope and expectations.  The 
project framework was crated to make sure we have better understanding of overall 
objectives that the project is going to deliver. 
 
The vision is to create comprehensive quality program from ground up that deals with 
the content quality on the support site of Dell.com. Since we consider content as a 
king and any issues related to content can adversely affect our customers and their 
journey on the website. We have to make sure the content is available, accurate and 
findable to our customers.   
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As a part of business environment analysis, a study of internal capability analysis was 
undertaken.  Broader organizational impacts were captured at this point.  
 
It was observed that multiple publishing tools and multiple publishing team with no 
standards and guidelines created major organizational impacts. This formed the basis 
of business case along with key performance indicators. 
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Program vision and Business value was established. The business value was part of 
overall organization strategy and was derived from mission statement of seamless 
customer journey.  
 
The vision also speaks about automating audit process thereby creating business 
value of integrated quality monitoring and optimal use of headcount. 
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Project type is defined as problem solving and the approach considered for the 
project is DMAIC.  The team needs to identify issues, process breaks and come up 
with the solution, hence problem solving approach has been taken. 
 
 
Define Phase: 
At the Define phase the team set the project goals based on the GAP analysis 
conducted. A multiyear Hoshin matrix has been created with the strategic objectives 
that  team has to achieve. This forms the guiding document for the team so that it 
does not venture outside of its boundary. 
 
Measure Phase:  
Data generation and current state evaluation was done at measure phase. The team 
has to run multiple sub projects with the multiple publishing teams and come up with 
the baseline metrics.  
 
Analyze Phase: 
Prioritization matrix was established and error analysis was done.  
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Improve Phase: 
Final solutions were arrived by conducting brainstorming sessions with multiple 
stakeholders as well as leadership team. The final solutions were divided into reactive 
improvements and proactive improvements.   
 
Control Phase: 
Continuous monitoring established and command center was setup.  
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Based on organizational standards, scope statement was created with in-scope and 
out of scope activities by the program managers. The scope covers only the support 
content and Dell.com content is out of  the scope.  This was reviewed and approved 
by the leadership team.  
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The programs team had a detailed discussions on the possible assumptions and 
expectations. The document was created and shared with the respective 
stakeholders. Both leadership and stakeholders approvals were taken at this point. 
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Program Schedule and phase gate planning was created. It was made sure that the 
team understands the scope and meets the deadlines. There was enough time 
presented to team to ramp up and drive operations. 
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Risk identification was done at the early stage and mitigation plan was created. 
Leadership and stakeholders were engaged for risk mitigation.  
 
For creation of audit function resource requirements were defined and recruitment 
drive was conducted inside and outside the organization.  
 
For stakeholder identification SIPOC was created through which RACI matrix was 
built.  
 
For initial analysis Center of Excellence teams help was taken and data for key 
performance indicators was generated. 
 
Leadership was engaged for infrastructure and software requirements and pipe line 
plan was created. 
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In this section we will discuss about project stakeholders and how they were 
identified. We will then cover the project team and how the team prepared to work 
together.  
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Stakeholders were identified with the help of SIPOC and stakeholder matrix. Key 
business objectives were defined. RACI  matrix was build for better communication 
and engagement on issues. 
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SIPOC analysis was done to identify various sources of content assets and their inputs 
to the process. High level process was defined and outputs and customers of the 
outputs have been identified. 
 
*Reach and MPT are different publishing tools used for publishing manuals and user 
guides 
*SM – Site Managers 
*KB – Knowledge base Managers 
*IDD Information Design and Development 
*DCS – Dell Community Service 
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Stakeholder tree has been created and representatives were identified for each 
process. 
 
NPI – New Product Information 
NPI Management – This team comprises of key members who are responsible for the 
smooth release and functionality of support content for new products and services 
up to 120 days from the launch event 
IDD Information Design and Development – This team is responsible for publishing 
and maintaining Manuals related content on the site 
Knowledge Management – This team comprises of members who are responsible for 
publishing and maintaining knowledge articles such as solutions, how to information 
and question n answers 
Application Management – These are specialized functions for maintaining special 
functions such as warranty, drivers, diagnostics etc.  
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RACI Matrix was created with different stakeholders and the roles they play. 
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The team comprises of leadership which also forms a steering committee. The 
program management team is to define the processes, identify issues and 
communicate with stakeholders. The execution team forms a core group of leads who 
runs multiple content quality programs under them.    
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ARMI matrix created.  Roles for Program sponsor and champion were clearly defined 
and expectations were set.   
 
Roles and expectations were also defined for program managers, auditors and 
stakeholders. 
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Knowledge and skills set evaluation was done.  Domain knowledge, process 
knowledge, leadership skills, knowledge of quality, project/program management and 
conflict management was evaluated for both steering committee, program managers 
and audit operations team. 
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Process trainings, quality trainings were conducted. The program was lead by Black 
belt and CMQOE certified professional. The steering committee is well trained and 
internally certified quality managers. The leads went through green belt training 
program. 
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Goal setting was done as part of team preparation. Roles and responsibilities were 
clearly defined and articulated to each team member. Communication plan was 
created along with mode of communication getting defined. 
 
Leadership meetings and team outings were done as a part of team building 
activities.  
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Communication plan was created and frequency and mode of communication 
defined. Timelines were set for communication and who is going to lead it was 
defined. 
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In this section we will cover the details of how project was run. This includes: 
 
1) Project approach 
2) Tools used to completing the project 
3) Tools output needed for decision 
4) Team preparation for tool usage 
5) Encountering and handling resistance 
6) Stakeholder involvement in the project 
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The project used a DMAIC approach. In our project we combined Analyze and 
improve into one single phase. 
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In this slide you will see the tools used in each phase of the project and purpose for 
selecting those tools.  
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Various methods like Customer satisfaction scores, Business requirement documents, 
process maps, check lists were used to generate Data for the define phase of the 
program.  
 
*Visit Rate : No of Customers visiting the site 
*Site Failure Rate : Number of customers visiting the site using serialized tags who 
move on to contact voice/email/chat based support using same tags 
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These tools were used to assess user defined checks and issue prioritization. 
Customer and stakeholder pain points were captured and existing business 
requirement documents were studied to understand potential process gaps. New 
business requirement documents were created for audit function.  
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The tools used in measure phase were Trend analysis, Normality test, process 
capability test, box plot, control charts, SIPOC and RACI. 
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The tools used for Analyze phase are Pareto chart, Cause and Effect Diagram, 5 Why 
analysis, Prioritization matrix and SIPOC/RACI matrix 
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The tools used for Improve phase are Brainstorming, Control charts, Process 
capability index prioritization matrix, SIPOC and RACI matrix. 
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Tools used for control phase are Control plan, Balanced scorecard, Stakeholder 
engagement, SIPOC and RACI matrix. 
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The level of understanding of these tools were assessed at this stage and necessary 
action plan was put into place. As stated earlier the team wen through various 
process and quality trainings.  
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Resistance was identified and appropriate steps were taken to address resistance. 
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Stakeholders involvement are described in this slide and the roles they played during 
all the phases of the programs. 
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We will now walk you through Project.  This section involves Data Driven project flow, 
Solution Validation, Solution Justification, Project Results, Maintaining the Gains and 
Project communication. 
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Key performance indicators were analyzed and baseline data was collected.  The 
initial estimates showed 10% broken links, 7K Duplicate issues and 9K of translation 
issues.  
 
The KPIs include Site failure rate, Customer satisfaction scores and completion of 
purpose of their visit. 
 
*4xx errors (4xx Client Errors- HTTP status codes) – Broken links on the site 
*Duplicate Content - Duplicate content uploaded on same page 
*Translation issues – Titles and Content were found to be not translated in specific 
languages 
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Broader organizational impacts leads us to perform Gap analysis. The GAP analysis 
was conducted to bridge process gaps, understand current state of the process and 
the desired state and remedial steps that need to be taken.  
 
*Product launches refer to new products and services being launched by Dell. With 
every product launch, relevant Support content for the products is also uploaded to 
the site for customers consumption. The team audited these support content pages 
to ensure zero defects on those pages 
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Hoshin Matrix was created with a multiyear strategic goals, How they are going to be 
achieved, How far we are in achieving the goals and how much needs to be achieved.  
 
All these gets clearly defined along with primary objectives, secondary objectives and 
ownership being clearly stated. 
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We will walk you through measure phase of the project where error data getting 
collected and analyzed.  
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Trend analysis was conducted along with process capability analysis. Trend analysis 
shows there is significant increase in errors on quarter on quarter basis and in Q4 the 
team has captured over 100 thousand errors. The initial analysis shows that error 
data has a non-normal distribution due to two high outlier data points. 
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Outlier imputation has been done to normalize the data  and process capability was 
calculated. With this change the error data transformed into normal distribution with 
cp and cpk of 0.46 resulting into process capability of 1.38 sigma.  The control chart 
shows on average the process was generating 4.5K errors on weekly basis with some 
points moving above upper control limits.  
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The data for articles publishing showed high outliers with non-normal distribution. 
The process was generating average of 1900 errors on weekly basis. The Outliers 
were identified as special cause events and treated separately. 
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After removing the outliers the process was still maintaining non-normal distribution. 
This issue was addressed by using lognormal transformation for transforming data. At 
this point the process was generating 354 errors on weekly basis. The non-normal 
process capability analysis was performed on the data and the process is now running 
at 0.09 sigma. 
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The product manuals publication error data was having one outlier which was 
addressed by 3rd quartile imputation. The outlier data point was replaced by third 
quartile number after which process capability analysis was done. The process was 
running at 1.75 Sigma with average of 3600 errors getting generated on weekly basis. 
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Product launch errors were analyzed using Poisson capability analysis. Pareto chart 
was also created to understand which product lines were causing these issues. 
Laptops, Servers, storages, networking and desktops were creating major product 
launch errors.  
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We will walk you through analyze phase of the project where issues gets prioritized 
and analyzed. We will be using cause and effect diagram to arrive at critical Xs and 
will conduct 5why analysis to understand root causes. Based on the root causes the 
team conducted brainstorming sessions with all the stakeholders and comes to final 
solutions.   
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Issue prioritization matrix was created with high, medium and low priorities based on 
the age of product and the visit rate.  
Issues which are high friction and high effort for customers will create contacts for 
technical support. 
Issues which low in effort but high in friction might create dissatisfied customers and 
impact CSAT metrics 
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Cause and effect was created for identifying Process errors, Human errors, Tools 
errors and Environment errors. The causes in the cause and effect are probable 
causes leading to the final causes identified in the critical Xs . 
 
Four major root causes were identified on which 5WHY analysis was conducted.  
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5WHY analysis conducted on the 4 major root causes.  
 
The validation process involved Program managers, analytics team, stakeholders and 
leadership team.  
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Possible solutions were evaluated by using Brainstorming sessions, IT consultations, 
and evaluating prioritization matrix. The data generated out of this process is possible 
solutions, prioritization for possible solutions, resource requirements for making 
changes and IT timelines. 
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As a part of multiple brainstorming sessions final recommendations were proposed in 
the form of Reactive and Proactive improvements. Since the detailed brainstorming 
sessions were conducted with stakeholders and leadership team, the output directly 
resulted into final solutions.  
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Both Reactive and Proactive improvements were validated with evidence and Data. 
The recommendations were approved by the leadership team in alignment with 
other stakeholders. 
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This is an example of using Acrolinx tool to analyze effectiveness of content. 
Capturing spelling, grammar, style, clarity errors. The overall content score gets 
determined and feedback is sent to respective stakeholders.. 
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Using Acrolinx tool to analyze effectiveness of content. Capturing spelling, grammar, 
style, clarity errors. The overall content score gets determined and feedback is sent to 
respective stakeholders.. 
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Snapshot of standards that we defined for writing and publishing content on 
dell.com/support. We have close to 100 such standards which we measure content 
on our website. 
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Article archival and expiration process was created. 
 
OKB – Internal tool to maintain Knowledge articles 
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Changes in the backend with detailed logging and Extensive validation were added. 
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Complete product launch process was built involving multiple stakeholders from 
Product group, IT, Content and Product lancuh managers. 
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Other changes made to launching products on Support site include doubling the 
frequency of indexing on internal search and also getting access to Queueon for 
forced indexing. 
 
Defined intake process for Software and Peripherals team for new product launches.  
 
Missing product images were addressed by validation process where the availability 
of images are checked before launch and work with PG to ensure image to be 
uploaded to Dell Asset management database before the launch. 
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We will walk though project results in this section.  
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The changes resulted into significant process improvements with error rate going 
down significantly from 4551 to 1744 on weekly basis resulting into 61% reduction on 
overall errors. 
 
There was 60% reduction in broken links and 70% reduction in translation errors.  
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Articles publication is still generating non-normal data. The lognormal capability 
analysis shows ppk improvement of 50% with process running at 0.18 sigma. 
 
There was a total improvement of 60% to the articles publishing process generating 
142 errors per week compared to 354 errors during the measure phase. 
 
This was achieved by addressing all the special cause events by IT fix and brining 
archival and expiration process into the process improvement. 
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The detailed logging and validation to manuals publishing process has given 
significant benefits. There was also a special cause event which was actually 
impacting search results and was addressed by IT fix.   
 
The process is now running at 5.5 Sigma when compared to 1.75 sigma at measure 
phase. 
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Product launch errors were reduced by 67% and 71% of product launches went with 
zero defects giving significant benefits. 
 
Mean DPU reduced from 9 defects per launch to 3.2 defect per launch. 
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As we moved ahead into program we have taken multiple audit projects.  This also 
gave us a resources challenge of resource management. We address this very early in 
our process by recruiting automation experts who quickly build automation and 
reduce our human dependency on the audits. In FY19 we have added 15 new audit 
projects with overall 119 check points for content. Our automation team made our 
life easy by automating 90% of our checkpoints and giving us Head count savings of 
18 heads.  
 
HC - Headcount 
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Sustaining process was put into place with detailed control plan. Weekly reporting of 
errors and timelines for closures were put into place based on the priority matrix. 
Weekly Dashboards are now getting sent to all the stakeholders including leadership 
team with a web access.  Monthly review meeting is getting conducted with the 
leadership to review the process. 
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The team celebrated program results with all the stakeholders and leadership team. 
Business benefits to each vertical was explained and got the appreciation from the 
vertical leaders.  Team members who contributed most got recognized and awarded.  
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